
CARB.O.LITEdomusawnings
CORRUGATED OR TWINWALLED POLYCARBONATE AWNINGS



The System
The dome like structure allows natural tunnel breezes to occur allowing ventilation of any heat build up. By using roof brackets, air can
escape either side. This unique design allows a comfortable translucent area to be built with reduced risk of heat build up (conditions apply).

CARB.O.LITEdomusawnings
CORRUGATED OR TWINWALLED POLYCARBONATE AWNINGS

Roof Attachment Specifications

Carbolite 8mm Twin Wall sheet Koorlite Corrugated and Greca sheet

◗ Available in twin wall / corrugated polycarbonate

◗ Fully engineered designed frames

◗ Bracket fix through roof tiles or through fascia

◗ Fully powder coated understructures

◗ Large choice of sheet colours to choose from

◗ Spans to 6m

◗ Excellent air ventilation for better heat reduction

Roof Extenda bracket system

AVAILABLE FROMColour Range
8MM TWIN WALL Light Shade CORRUGATED Light Shade 

Coefficient Coefficient

Clear 86% 0.72 Clear 93% 1.01

Grey 42% 0.45 Grey 19% 0.55

Bronze 42% 0.45 Bronze 35% 0.68

Solar Metal 25% 0.28 Solar Metal 17% 0.31

Solar Ice 20% 0.25 Solar Ice 17% 0.31

Aluminium Frames: Available in White, Primrose, Black and Bronze. Other colours on request.

Halabel Pty Ltd ABN 66 001 899 501
The information contained in this brochure is to the best of our knowledge accurate but all
recommendations are made without warranty as the conditions of use are beyond our control.
All enquiries for Government approvals must be made by the purchaser.

◗ Lets in light & keeps out heat
◗ 200 times tougher than float glass
◗ Lightweight sheeting, less

understructure
◗ Cost efficient alternative to glass
◗ 99.9% UV protective

◗ Better thermal heat reduction
◗ Less screw fixings needed
◗ No overlap lines of sheets
◗ 1400 radius allowable

◗ Lets in light & keeps out heat
◗ 200 times tougher than float glass
◗ Lightweight sheeting, less understructure
◗ Cost efficient alternative to twin wall sheet
◗ 99.9% UV protective
◗ 9000 radius allowable


